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This week, I will learn and read about:

Decodable 
Reader

High-Frequency Words

Spelling Words

called grass stuff

class hill tell

crab problem

different running

fell slipped

frog spell

glad stop

Tess and 
Jeff Help

Decodable Reader

Tess and Jeff Help

Support students as they take their first steps 
towards literacy.

Vista Higher Learning’s Decodable Readers help students  

build essential early literacy skills to become successful 

readers. A wide range of engaging, beautifully illustrated 

readers, including pre-decodable and decodable readers, 

provide the building blocks for literacy.

called small

different

tell

wellspell

off still

Phonics

	✽ s blends as in skip

	✽ l blends as in flag

	✽ r blends as in crab

	✽ double final letters   
ll, ff, ss, zz

	✽ add ed as  
in clapped

	✽ add ing as 
in running c all ed

r u n ingn
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Fluency

Crabs
 Do you like crabs? Different crabs live in 
different spots. Crabs can be small or big. 
They have a shell. Crabs dig a lot. Some crabs 
like to go swimming.

blog cup well miss spelled

flip met still buzz clapping

clip spin off called jogged

glad crab grass small different

Brad Has a Different Frog
(Sing to the tune of “Mary Had a Little Lamb.”)

Brad has a different frog,

Different frog, different frog, 

Brad has a different frog, 

His frog can skip, not hop. 

The frog skipped to class one day, 

Class one day, class one day, 

The frog skipped to class one day, 

The kids all stopped and clapped! 

Miss Cross was clapping with her class, 

With her class, with her class, 

Miss Cross was clapping with the class, 

Then they all skipped down the hall. 
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High-Frequency Words
Choose a word from the box  
to complete each sentence.  
Write the word on the line.

Phonics
Choose the word that completes each sentence.  
Write it on the line.

spell

small

still

off

well

called

tell

different

1. Bill yelled when he saw a small  bug.

2. Sam  his Pops today.

3. Can you  me when you get there? 

4. Ben is  in the shop.  

5. We went to a  class with Miss Tran.

6. Mom said do not go  the path.

7. How do you  it? 

8. The frog sits  in the grass.

1. We sit still in 

class     fell     grass

class  .

2. Dad was 
glad     glass     glob

 he had a day off.

3. I saw Will 
drip     drop     dress

 his hat.  

4. A 
clog     clip     clam

 has a shell.

5. The red 
flag     flip     floss

 is flapping.

6. That bee can 
buzz     bull     bell

 !
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✦

✶

1. Dot skipped  to the shop.

2. Bess  , “Run fast, Brad!”

3. Deb  the bucket to the top.

4. Bob is  in the grass.

5. Dad  up the logs.

6. Ted is  to get a pet one day.

7. Gran  me off at the bus stop. 

8. I got on the bus when it  .

chopped

dropped

filled

planning

running

skipped

stopped

yelled

Phonics
Choose a word from the box  
to complete each sentence.  
Write the word on the line.
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Discover Phonics for Foundational Literacy is a dynamic,  
fully interactive print and digital English language arts foundational 
skills program designed to build phonemic awareness and phonetic 
skills children need to become strong, lifelong readers. Engaging songs, 
manipulatives, decodable readers, media, and hands-on games and 
activities motivate and teach children as they embark on an adventure  
to discover (and master!) the amazing world of phonics.
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